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abstract
Even simple hybrid automata like the classic bouncing ball can exhibit Zeno behavior. The
existence of this type of behavior has so far forced a large class of simulators to either
ignore some events or risk looping indefinitely. This in turn forces modelers to either
insert ad-hoc restrictions to circumvent Zeno behavior or to abandon hybrid automata.
To address this problem, we take a fresh look at event detection and localization. A key
insight that emerges from this investigation is that an enclosure for a given time interval
can be valid independent of the occurrence of a given event. Such an event can then even
occur an unbounded number of times. This insight makes it possible to handle some types
of Zeno behavior. If the post-Zeno state is defined explicitly in the given model of the hybrid
automaton, the computed enclosure covers the corresponding trajectory that starts from
the Zeno point through a restarted evolution.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Simulation is widely used to analyze the design of complex systems that comprise both physical and digital components.
Such Cyber-Physical Systems include a wide range of novel products such as active prosthetics, advanced driver assistance
systems, and elderly assistance robots. Unfortunately, many widely used simulation tools exhibit failure modes that limit
the validity and utility of the results they produce. Four main sources of such failures can be identified:
1. Number representation and implementation of arithmetic [1]. There are uncountably many real numbers, and our
machines can only compute using finite observations about them. Even when a lazy representation is used [2], it does
not change the fact that equality or comparison is only semi-decidable.
2. Function representation and construction [3]. A continuous system is often modeled using differential equations, and
simulation means finding a function that solves these equations. When the differential equations are linear, the solutions

✩ A preliminary version of this paper was published in the proceedings of CPSNA 2013 (Konečný et al., 2013) [10]. The present version adds: Sections
4 and 5 where the results stated in the preliminary version are recast in a stronger form and with complete proofs; a simplified version of event tree
(Definition 4.8); and new examples, diagrams and explanations.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +46 (0) 35 16 71 63.
E-mail address: adam.duracz@hh.se (A. Duracz).
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Fig. 1. A simple hybrid automaton model of a bouncing ball.

have standard, closed-form representations. In general, this is not the case for non-linear differential equations, which
arise naturally in a wide range of domains, especially in three-dimensional physical space. Approximate solutions for
such problems are usually obtained using an appropriate numerical method [4,5] chosen based on the characteristics of
the model and the expectations on the solution (e.g. stiffness, symplecticity). The difficulty with function representation
can be seen as a strict generalization of that with number representation.
3. Event detection and localization [6]. Event detection is only semi-decidable, and ‘‘perfect’’ localization is, in general, not
computable in finite time.
4. Zeno behavior [6–10]. This difficulty arises as a result of the interaction between continuous and discrete components.
It is a problem both for formalizing the semantics of hybrid automata and, as we review next, for simulation tools.
Of these four sources of failures, Zeno behavior may have received the least attention. It was first studied in the context
of hybrid systems over a decade ago [8], where it was observed to be an interesting pathology of hybrid automata.
This seemingly singular behavior turns out to be an essential point of divergence between smooth (traditional) dynamical
systems and hybrid automata—its existence can result in hybrid automata simulators producing incorrect solutions and/or
entering infinite loops. As such, it is an essential consideration in determining whether the behavior of a hybrid systems
simulator is acceptable.
Zeno behavior arises naturally when modeling physical systems. Indeed, Zeno behavior has long been studied in optimal
control and nonsmooth mechanics, including mechanical systems with impacts [11–13], systems with friction [12] or
electrical systems with switching, albeit using formalisms tailored for these domains. Numerous works study nonsmooth
linear models and give sufficient condition on such systems for existence [14] or non-existence [15,16] of certain types of
Zeno behavior. In mechanics, Zeno behavior arising from impacts at the transition from bouncing to sliding is commonly
observed [17]. For example, it can occur in rigid body dynamics with impact constraints, such as those modeling bipedal
robots with mechanical knee stops [18]. In this paper, we use examples of mechanical nature only due to their universal
intuitive appeal. The results apply to hybrid systems that have no physical interpretation.
Zeno behavior can be illustrated with the simple bouncing ball modeled as in Fig. 1. The position, velocity and acceleration
of the ball are denoted as functions of t by x(t ), x′ (t ) and x′′ (t ), respectively. We fix the initial condition to be x(0) = 5 and
x′ (0) = 0, and let x′′ (t ) = −10 as long as x(t ) ≥ 0 to model the effect of gravity. If x(t − ) = 0 and x′ (t − ) ≤ 0, then we let
x′ (t + ) = −0.5x′ (t − ), which models an impact with the ground where half of the speed is lost with every bounce. A simple
calculation shows an interesting characteristic of this system: the time between each successive impact of the ball forms a
convergent geometric progression. The time that this progression converges to is called the Zeno time, and the state of the
system at this time is called Zeno point1 [20,21]. While this model does not specify the post-Zeno behavior of the bouncing
ball, the issue may be handled by extending the automaton [22].
1.1. Problem
Hybrid automata simulation tools struggle with the bouncing ball model presented above. For example, consider
Simulink (v7.9) [23], SystemModeler (v3.0.0) [24], OpenModelica (v1.9.0 beta 4) [25], Charon (v1.0) [26], and the FRP [27]
implementation Yampa (v0.9.3) [28]. With Simulink, it is not clear how to express the equality condition directly. None of
the other tools detect the condition x(t ) = 0 that should trigger the bounce. For most of the tools, this means that the ball
falls through the floor. SystemModeler gives a warning to the user that the model tests equality on real numbers and reports
that it considers this problematic. Running it on this example produces an error.
The model becomes a bit easier for most tools if we replace the x = 0 test by x ≤ 0. This helps the tools hide the fact that
they fail to detect some events. In OpenModelica, the ball still falls through the floor. Yampa and Charon continue past the
Zeno point because they do not attempt to detect all event occurrences. SystemModeler (and, on one formulation, Simulink)

1 Zeno behavior may be absent from the so-called set-valued bouncing ball, where the acceleration of the ball (still being negative) may take different
values from a compact interval [19].
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(a) Enclosing continuous
segments.

(b) Detecting and handling single
events.
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(c) Handling segments with multiple events.

Fig. 2. Basic components of a Simulator for Zeno systems.

become increasingly slower as they get closer to the Zeno point, which suggests that they are attempting to correctly handle
events when they are expressed as inequalities. Thus, even though they get stuck indefinitely, they are arguably better than
the other tools because they at least try to detect all events expressed as inequalities. Simulink can exhibit another behavior
when a slightly different model is used. It employs some heuristics [6] to try to deal with Zeno behavior by giving up after
a preset number of events has occurred and if the changes between events are within a preset threshold. Of course, using
such heuristics foregoes any guarantees about resulting behavior.
Are there alternative approaches to simulation that can at least handle some instances of Zeno behavior?
1.2. Contributions
We propose an interval-based method for enclosing hybrid automaton evolutions that is capable of going up to, including,
and beyond Zeno point for certain types of Zeno systems. The key features of the method are:

• If the post-Zeno behavior is modeled explicitly in the automaton, the result encloses the post-Zeno trajectory. The benefit
of the method here is that, when it works, it can simulate systems which essentially all existing traditional simulation
methods are unable to simulate.
• If the post-Zeno behavior is not modeled explicitly, the result contains all trajectories starting close to the Zeno point. In
this case, the resulting enclosure can be seen by the user as a suggestion for a natural completion of the automaton, that
is, an extra state that models the post-Zeno behavior explicitly.
The method in its current form appears to work for Zeno systems with a stable finite orbit.
Any simulator can be seen as consisting of three basic simulator functions: enclosing continuous segments using an
enclosure-based ordinary differential equation initial value problem (ODE IVP) solver (Fig. 2(a)), detecting and handling
single events (Fig. 2(b)), and handling segments with multiple events (Fig. 2(c)). The method presented is parametric in the
solver and places only minimal requirements on the representation of enclosures [29–31].
There are two distinct challenges in enclosing Zeno behaviors. The first is to compute any enclosure past the Zeno point.
This cannot be done (in a finite number of steps) by an algorithm that attempts to explicitly handle every event. The second is
to compute a tight enclosure. The proposed algorithm deals with the first challenge; but, as we illustrate using some simple
examples, the second challenge can be addressed by the user, refining the hybrid system models to ensure that they contain
enough information to produce a tight enclosure. This is achieved by allowing the user to introduce additional semantically
redundant constraints to the model.2 Adding these supplementary constraints, obtained by qualitative analysis, helps to
reduce the over-approximation that arises from numerical methods. Fig. 4 illustrates how the new method overcomes these
two challenges on two classic examples of hybrid systems, given in Fig. 3. The strategy used to produce the enclosures in
Figs. 4, 11, 10 and 12 is adaptive, it refines the time segments near events which leads to accurate event handling.
The paper is structured as follows. After reviewing related work (Section 2) and introducing a formal notion of hybrid
automata, evolutions, limit states and their enclosures (Section 3), we present a semantics for event detection and handling
(Sections 4 and 5). The use of enclosures suggests an elegant way to deal with events (Definition 5.1) that makes it possible
to enclose Zeno behaviors. The semantics is algorithmic, and can therefore be used directly for simulation. We show that
it produces enclosures which, when defined, provide upper and lower bounds on functions that satisfy the model being
simulated (Theorem 5.2). Finally, to emphasize that our method does not make any assumptions about the linearity of the
underlying system, in Section 6 we present the computed enclosures for some non-linear variants of the model in Fig. 1.
2. Related work
Zeno behavior is an issue that appears in and affects several distinct areas of research. In this section, we address the
ones that pertain most directly to explaining the need and value of the work presented in this paper.
2 In future work we plan to address the second challenge by more advanced interval methods, reducing the need for refining models in this way.
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(a) Bouncing ball.

(b) Water tanks.

(c) Bouncing ball with additional constraint.

(d) Water tanks with additional constraint.

Fig. 3. Hybrid automata for the Zeno systems whose solution enclosures are shown in Fig. 4. Figure (a) and (b) show the bouncing ball and water tank
systems of Lygeros [32, Figures 3.1 and 3.7]. We make these models more challenging to simulate by replacing some inequalities with equalities (such as the
bouncing conditions). In models (c) and (d), the additional constraint variables r and x12 represent the energy and the total amount of water, respectively.

2.1. Zeno in nonsmooth dynamical systems
Our work is conceptually analogous to realizing Filippov’s approach, which models nonsmooth dynamical systems by
differential inclusions [11–13,33]. For the resulting models, simulation techniques using Moreau’s sweeping process [34,35],
are able to handle some Zeno systems [36]. These techniques use time-stepping schemes for (interval) set-based simulation
which are hard-coded in the simulator, and the user must modify the original model by explicitly augmenting the model
with additional constraints, for example, using the linear complementary notation.
In contrast, our approach is aimed at a semantically justifiable formulation of hybrid systems with complete or
incomplete specifications of post-Zeno behavior. We see the methodology for computing the approximation of the resulting
systems as a first step towards showing that there is a sense in which they satisfy a formal notion of correctness defined
entirely based on what is explicitly stated in the original (complete or incomplete post-Zeno specification) model, and as a
result, is more directly applicable to a larger class of hybrid systems.
2.2. Detecting Zeno behavior and completing hybrid systems
There are methods (using a priori analysis) for statically checking that a system exhibits Zeno behavior [20,37,38]. For
mechanical systems with impacts, there are techniques to extend the definition of systems exhibiting Zeno with a definition
for behavior past the Zeno point [7,22]. But the correctness of these methods relies on manual (human) analysis of individual
models rather than an automatic, self-contained simulation method for which proving key correctness properties is possible.
Our method does allow human intervention, but only to improve the accuracy of the result, and not to achieve correctness.
2.3. Formal semantics for the verification of hybrid systems
In contrast to verification tools, simulation tools have not been traditionally built with an eye on formal semantics. But
several possible starting points exist for such a formal basis. The seminal works of Alur [39] and Henzinger [40] on the
theory of hybrid automata use transition system semantics. This type of semantics focuses on transitions between discrete
states, and views the continuous behaviors within states as idealized dynamical (differential equation) systems without
worrying about computer representation. More recent work by Platzer on differential dynamical logic [41] gives a semantics
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(a) Bouncing ball.

(b) Water tanks.

(c) Bouncing ball with additional constraint.

(d) Water tanks with additional constraint.
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Fig. 4. Enclosures for hybrid automaton evolutions with Zeno behavior. Figure (a) and (b) show the enclosures for the bouncing ball and water tank
systems. Figure (c) and (d) show the results for the examples when additional (redundant) constraints are added to achieve more precise enclosures. Fig. 3
specifies these systems in detail using the automaton notation.

to a logical language that can express differential equations. This approach assumes that solutions to such equations are
provided as idealized mathematical objects. Thus, neither approach explicitly addresses the questions of computerized
representation or construction of real numbers or functions over reals. Discontinuities are assumed to happen only between
continuous transitions, and any evolution describing a segment of system behavior consists of a finite number of transitions.
This excludes Zeno behavior.
Most hybrid system verification tools also do not handle Zeno systems. Many tools, such as KeYMaera [41,42] (which
combines deductive, real algebraic and computer algebra provers) and hydlogic [43,44] (an interval SAT Modulo ODE solver
based on the validated ODE IVP solver VNODE-LP [45]) explicitly assume that the modeled system is free of Zeno behavior.
Others, such as the reachability analysis tool Flow* [46], require the user to provide an explicit upper bound on the number
of transitions to be taken into account, effectively excluding Zeno systems. One reachability analysis tool, SpaceEx [47],
computes an enclosure of reachable states using the LeGuernic–Girard (LGG) algorithm [48].
This computation terminates on some Zeno systems, but communications with the authors indicate that it is not clear
whether or not these enclosures are formally sound.
2.4. Formal semantics for hybrid systems simulation languages
Language definitions that have been implemented and that are closer to formal semantics include the denotational
semantics for Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) [27] and the operational semantics of HyVisual [49]. The semantics
for FRP takes an approach that is closely representative of that used in traditional numerical methods, namely, discretization
of time into samples with non-zero time steps in between. In this approach, the fundamental correctness property is that
the computed solution converges to the ideal solution when, in essence, the sampling rate goes to infinity. By increasing
the sampling rate, one can get arbitrarily close to the idealized answer. No bound on the distance from the idealized
answer is provided. As a result, the user has to reason independently to determine how close their simulation is to the
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mathematical solution of the problem. While the semantics of HyVisual is described in a more operational manner, it
is close in spirit to the semantics for FRP. In addition, HyVisual is an open framework for expressing actors and is not
intended as a closed core language for simulating hybrid systems. For example, defining the processes for event detection
and handling is something that actor definitions are expected to provide. Neither FRP nor HyVisual provides any special
support for handling Zeno behavior. On basic examples, both produce behavior similar to what most of the tools described
above produce. Implementations of both systems use standard floating-point representations for numbers.
In contrast to the widely used FRP and HyVisual implementations, more foundational efforts investigating the semantics
of hybrid systems address issues of numerical precision and sampling by a semantics built on top of adequate representations
of real numbers and functions of real numbers, such as those developed by Edalat and Pattinson [50] and by Bouissou and
Martel [51]. The first effort uses exact real arithmetic to represent real numbers [2] and converging sequences of function
enclosures to represent functions. It also introduces the notion of an interval Picard iteration to provide an elegant, highlevel yet constructive semantics to differential equations. The second work is concerned with separating the semantics for
the continuous behavior from the discrete behavior, with the purpose of developing a reference model for the integrated
simulation of continuous and discrete systems. Because both semantics are an interpretation into an effective domain, they
can in principle be used to provide a software implementation. It is not clear that either semantics has been implemented.
More importantly, both assume that an evolution is a finite sequence, and can therefore not produce an answer that covers
a Zeno point.
2.5. Other languages and systems
There has been recent work on hybrid data-flow languages and non-standard analysis (NSA). A large subset of the former
may be translated into hybrid automata, though, in general, they have slightly higher expressive power [52]. The frameworks
based on NSA unify discrete and continuous domains by time scales [53–55]. NSA has also been used to define rigorous
semantics for hyperstreams that are able to represent some Zeno systems [56]. It is not obvious at this point whether the
NSA semantics is directly executable. Investigating the relation between this approach and ours will be interesting future
work.
3. Hybrid enclosures
We now formally introduce a largely standard notion of hybrid automata [20,38], their evolutions, and the enclosures
of all potential evolutions (starting from a given interval initial state) that we will use in this paper. Because we base our
computations on intervals and interval functions, we begin by introducing the basic concepts of interval analysis [57–60].
3.1. Interval arithmetic
Elements of the set of closed real intervals I are written as A = [A, A], where A, A ∈ R are the left endpoint and right
endpoint of A, respectively. Boldface letters denote vectors, e.g. A ∈ Ik . We identify vectors of intervals with the Cartesian
product of the component intervals, called boxes. Thus we also have A ⊆ Rk . Hull {Ai }i∈I denotes the smallest box containing
all Ai . The ODE IVP solver that parametrizes our semantics, as described in Section 1.2, provides interval functions, i.e.,
functions from time to vectors of intervals, denoted X , Y : T → Ik as enclosures of continuous segments.
The set of all intervals, a set of interval vectors of a certain dimension and a set of interval functions of a fixed type
are all sets partially ordered by reverse inclusion. An operation on such sets is called inclusion isotone if it is monotonic
with respect to this order. In other words, replacing parameter values for the operation with values that are subsets
of the original values yields a subset of the original result. For example, interval vector addition is inclusion isotone as
A1 ⊆ B1 , A2 ⊆ B2 =⇒ A1 + A2 ⊆ B1 + B2 . When we extend functions of reals to functions of intervals by replacing the
constants and variables with their interval counterparts, the extensions are inclusion isotone [57–60].
3.2. Hybrid automata
Definition 3.1. A hybrid automaton is a tuple





H = Q , {Dq , fq }q∈Q , E , {σe , τe , Ce , re }e∈E ,
where

•
•
•
•

Q is the finite set of modes q,
Dq ⊆ Rn is the mode invariant of q,
fq : Rn → Rn is the vector field of mode q,
E is the finite set of event types e,
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σe ∈ Q is the source mode3 of event e,
τe ∈ Q is the target mode (see footnote 3) of event e,
Ce ⊆ Rn is the guard of event e,
re : Rn → Rn is the reset map of event e. 

The implementation of our hybrid automata simulator places further constraints on an automaton so that it can be executed.
We require that the vector fields fq are given as expressions understood by the chosen ODE IVP solver and the sets Ce and Dq
are given as predicates in a formal language that allows us to compute (over-approximated) intersections of interval vectors
with these sets. Moreover, we require that Ce : e ∈ E and Dq : q ∈ Q be closed sets. This requirement ensures the uniqueness
of the time of the first crossing between a continuous trajectory and a set of active guards.
The vector fields fq and reset maps re are assumed to be defined over Rn for the sake of simplicity. Restricting them to
fq : Dq ⊇ Dq → Rn and re : Ce ⊇ Ce → Rn with open domains Dq and Ce , respectively, would impose the additional task to
check if we stray out of their domains and abort the computation. Even though this would not impose additional difficulties
in the implementation (interval arithmetic is able to handle such restrictions in a natural way), it would still complicate
several formulas and thus render the rest of this paper more difficult to follow.
Definition 3.2 (Hybrid Automaton Evolution). Let the hybrid automaton H be given as in Definition 3.1. An evolution of H
over time TE ∈ I is a sequence

E = (T1 , q1 , x1 ), e1 , (T2 , q2 , x2 ), e2 , . . .
either ending with (Tk , qk , xk ) for some k ∈ N or infinite. If E is finite, then let NE = {1, . . . , k}, otherwise let NE = N. We
require that

• Ti ∈ I (possibly a singleton4 ), qi ∈ Q , xi : Ti → Dqi for all i ∈ NE ,
• Ti = T i+1 for all i, i + 1 ∈ NE , and
• T E = Tk or T E = limi→∞ Ti .
Therefore if E is finite, then T1 , . . . , Tk is a partition of TE . If E is infinite, then T1 , T2 , . . . is a partition of either [T E , T E )
or TE , corresponding, respectively, to a genuine Zeno or chattering Zeno evolution [61].
def

def

Moreover, introducing t0 = T 1 and ti = T i , i ∈ NE , the following conditions hold

•
•
•
•

xi is continuous on [ti−1 , ti ] = Ti for i ∈ NE ,
xi is differentiable and x′i (t ) = fqi (xi (t ))5 on (ti−1 , ti ) for i ∈ NE ,
qi = σ (ei ), qi+1 = τ (ei ) for each event occurrence ei ,
xi (ti ) ∈ Cei and xi+1 (ti ) = rei (xi (ti )).



Intuitively, the evolution of a hybrid automaton begins by solving an ODE IVP based on the vector field fq1 of the initial mode
q1 ∈ Q , proceeding until the solution intersects the guard Ce1 of some event e1 with q1 = σ (e1 ). This may trigger an event of
type e1 and thus cause a discrete transition into the mode q2 = τ (e1 ), after which the system continues to evolve according
to fq2 until another event triggers, and so on.
While this definition does not specify the behavior beyond a Zeno point, it can still be used to describe the behavior at a
Zeno time as a limit. It follows from the definition that TE may contain at most one such point, namely its right endpoint. If
T E is a genuine Zeno time, that is, infinitely many transitions are accumulating towards it from the left, then T E ̸∈ Ti for all
i ∈ NE . On the other hand, if T E is a chattering Zeno time, then Ti = [T E , T E ] for all sufficiently large i.
Note that if the mode invariant is not violated, then the evolution is not forced to make a transition even when a guard
becomes active, leading to non-determinism. Thus, to use this non-deterministic semantics for hybrid automata to produce
results similar to where events are taken as soon as a guard is crossed, it would be necessary to add invariants that match
guards (such as x ≥ 0 in Fig. 3(a)). Nevertheless, non-determinism cannot be avoided in general. For example, as we shall
see later on, perfect localization of every event is unattainable in most cases. Consequently we cannot determine what
(possibly infinite) sequence of events takes place within a fixed time segment, even for deterministic models. Despite this
complication, we will show that this can be efficiently handled by an enclosure semantics that takes into account every
possible transition and produces an enclosure of the evolution and not an individual evolution.

3 The notations σ (e) and τ (e) will also be used for σ and τ .
e
e
4 A singleton represents an instantaneous transition.
5 In the case of non-autonomous differential equations, we amend the space Rn with an additional dimension representing time, by which we obtain
time-invariant (or autonomous) ODEs.
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Fig. 5. Trajectory of an evolution of the bouncing ball system, as modeled in Fig. 1. The evolution is E = (T1 , Fly, x1 ), Bounce, (T2 , Fly, x2 ), with T1 = [0, 1]
and T2 = [1, 1.75]. Over the intervals [0, 1) and (1, 1.75], the trajectory is a function giving a single pair of values (x, x′ ) to each time point. On
[0, 1) traj(E )(t ) = {x1 (t )}, with x1 (t ) = (−5t 2 + 5, −10t ) and on (1, 1.75]traj(E )(t ) = {x2 (t )}, with x2 (t ) = (−5t 2 + 15t − 10, −10t + 15). At
time t1 = T1 = T2 = 1, the trajectory consists of both x1 (t ) and x2 (t ), that is traj(E )(t1 ) = {x1 (t1 ), x2 (t1 )}.

3.3. Enclosures
Definition 3.3 (Hybrid Automaton States). Let H be a hybrid automaton. The pairs s ∈ Q × Rn and S ∈ Q × In are called real
states and box states of H , respectively. 

·· (q′ , A′ ) ⇐⇒ q =
Definition 3.4 (Order of States). For two box states (q, A) and (q′ , A′ ) we define the order relation (q, A) ⊆
′
′
q and A ⊆ A .
For the real state s = (q, a) ∈ Q × Rn , a box state S ∈ Q × In and sets of box states S , S ′ ∈ P (Q × In ) we extend this
order as
·· S ′ ⇐⇒ ∃S′ ∈ S ′ . S ⊆
·· S′ ,
S⊆
·· S ′ ⇐⇒ ∀S0 ∈ S . S0 ⊆
·· S ′ ,
S⊆
·· S ′ ⇐⇒ (q, {a}) ⊆
·· S ′ . 
s⊆
Definition 3.5 (States of an Evolution). For an evolution E of H over TE we define the states of E at t ∈ [T E , T E ) as the set
SE (t ) = {(qi , xi (t )) | t ∈ Ti , i ∈ NE }.
The states of E at T E , also called limit states, are given as follows.



def
• If NE = {1, . . . , k} that is E is finite, then the set of limit states of E is the singleton SE (T E ) = qk , {xk (T E )} .
• If NE = N that is E is infinite, the limit states of E comprise all states (q, A) for which there exist infinitely many i ∈ N
such that q = qi , and A is hull of all ω-limits of the ranges of the corresponding xi -s that is


def

SE (T E ) = (q, A)∃(ik )∞
k=1 : ik < ik+1 , q = qik for all k ∈ N,
 
 

′ 
∞
′
A = Hull A  ∃(kl )l=1 : kl < kl+1 , A = lim Range xik
. 
l
l→∞

·· ) the Zeno set introduced in [9].
This set of limit states for an infinite evolution E contains (w.r. to the order ⊆
Definition 3.6 (Trajectory of an Evolution). For an evolution E over TE , the trajectory traj(E ) is the set-valued function given
by:


  



a
(
q
,
a
)
∈
S
(
t
)
E



 
traj(E )(t ) =



∪ A  (q, A) ∈ SE (T E )

if t < TE ,
if t = TE . 

The trajectory of a concrete evolution is illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that the set traj(E )(t ) typically contains two values when
there is an event at time t. When there are multiple mode transitions and resets at time t, (corresponding to a sequence of
segments Tj = Tj+1 = · · · = [t , t ]), the set can contain more than two elements. The trajectory at the end time traj(E )(TE )
may contain infinitely many elements.
The motivation of the following definition is that we will provide initial states for our simulation and look for evolutions
that are consistent with these.
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Definition 3.7 (Hybrid IVP and its Solutions). A hybrid IVP is a tuple (H , T , Sinit ) comprising a hybrid automaton H , a time
interval T ∈ I and a box state Sinit = (qinit , Ainit ).
A solution of the hybrid IVP (H , T , (qinit , Ainit )), is an evolution E that satisfies T = T E = T 1 , q1 = qinit , x1 (T ) ∈ Ainit and
TE ≤ T. 
It is important to note that a hybrid IVP usually has a chain of solutions even if the initial state is a real state due to the
freedom to choose the length of TE . To gain uniqueness, one may require that a solution has to be maximal in its time-span
TE .
Now we give an important definition that will be used to determine what kind of enclosures we are aiming to obtain for
H.
Definition 3.8 (Enclosure of Solutions and Restarted Evolutions). Consider a hybrid IVP M = (H , T , Sinit ) and a function
·· Z(T ).
Z : TZ → P (Q × In ) defined over the interval TZ = [ T , T Z ] ⊆ T that maps to sets of box states and satisfies Sinit ⊆
·· Z(T E ) and
If for all evolutions E over TE ⊆ TZ such that SE (T E ) ⊆

·· Sinit that is E is a solution of M or
• T E = T and SE (T E ) ⊆
(encloses solutions)

• T1 = [t0 , t0 ] that is T1 is a singleton
(encloses restarted evolutions)

·· Z(t ) for all t ∈ TE , then we call Z an enclosure of solutions and restarted evolutions of M over TZ .
it holds that SE (t ) ⊆



This is a consistency statement between the function Z and the hybrid IVP M . The solutions are allowed to have non-singleton
initial segments in contrast to the restarted evolutions that immediately undergo a transition through an event as they are
of the form E = ([t0 , t0 ], q1 , x1 ), e1 , (T2 , q2 , x2 ), e2 , . . .
The role of restarted evolutions is to track what happens after a solution (or another, already enclosed, restarted
evolution) reaches one of its limit states. The beginning of E may be considered as a restart from the initial state (q1 , x1 (t ))
at time t through the event e1 .
4. Event detection and handling
In this section we present a procedure to obtain an enclosure of solutions and restarted evolutions for a hybrid IVP. We
begin by defining the basic operations for the detection of individual events (Section 4.1). Next, we consider the effect of a
single event and how the associated change in dynamics may be captured (Section 4.2). We then proceed with enclosing
multiple events in a given time interval T without addressing localization (Section 4.3). Note that this method is compatible
with advanced localization techniques [62–66].
4.1. Detecting the next event
We now define the functions possible-events and event-is-necessary that will provide information (without further
subdivision of the interval) about events occurring in a time interval T under consideration.
Definition 4.1. For an interval function Y : T → In , and mode q ∈ Q , let
def
possible-events(H , Y , q) = e ∈ E  σ (e) = q, Range(Y ) ∩ Ce ̸= ∅ ,





def

event-is-necessary(H , Y , q) =



true
false



if Y (T ) ∩ Dq = ∅,
otherwise. 

We shall use these functions upon establishing that Y encloses certain evolutions of H . Range(Y ) ∩ Ce ̸= ∅ represents the
possibility of event e as the range of the enclosure crosses its guard. Y (T )∩Dq = ∅ signals that Y is outside the mode invariant
Dq at the right endpoint of T . Thus, any evolution that is in mode q at time T and enclosed by Y , must have transitioned
before T .
Fig. 6 illustrates the three cases that we are able to distinguish using these two functions. event-is-necessary distinguishes case (a) from cases (b) and (c), while possible-events ⊆ E returns a set that restricts the type of the (potential)
event. Case (b) corresponds to the situation when this set is empty.
Proposition 4.2 (Inclusion Isotonicity of Event Detection). Assume Y1 ⊆ Y2 (i.e., Y1 is more informative than Y2 ).
(1) possible-events(H , Y2 , q) ⊇ possible-events(H , Y1 , q)
(2) event-is-necessary(H , Y2 , q) =⇒ event-is-necessary(H , Y1 , q).
Proof. (1) and (2) follow from the fact that all appearing operations are inclusion isotone, namely the intersection with a
fixed set and the range of a function. 
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(a) Certain event.

(b) No event.

(c) Maybe event.

Fig. 6. Three cases of event detection without further localization. In each plot, the upper half is the mode invariant and the horizontal line dividing the
upper and lower half is the guard. While the possibility of an event is detected whenever the guard is crossed, the event is determined with certainty only
when the whole enclosure lies outside the mode invariant at the endpoint of the given time interval.

Intuitively, Proposition 4.2 states that improving the enclosure of evolutions, thus improving the range and end point
enclosure, can only preserve or improve the knowledge extracted by the two functions on event occurrences in T .
We now discuss how these functions can provide information on an evolution E after we have established the potential
occurrence of its first ℓ ≥ 0 events, and the existence of an interval function Y enclosing E over the time interval Tℓ+1 .
Proposition 4.3 (Soundness of Event Detection). Let E be an evolution of H over time TE ⊆ T with ℓ or more events (that is
ℓ ∈ NE ) and assume that the interval function Y : T → In encloses E over Tℓ+1 that is xℓ+1 (t ) ∈ Y (t ) for all t ∈ Tℓ+1 .
(1) If event-is-necessary(H , Y , qℓ+1 ), then either ℓ + 1 ∈ NE (there are at least ℓ + 1 events) or T E < T .
(2) If ℓ + 1 ∈ NE , then eℓ+1 ∈ possible-events(H , Y , qℓ+1 ).
Proof. Set q = qℓ+1 and x = xℓ+1 .
(1) We have x(t ) ∈ Dq and x(t ) ∈ Y (t ) for all t ∈ Tℓ+1 . As Y (T ) ∩ Dq = ∅ holds, we get T ̸∈ Tℓ+1 . If E has exactly ℓ events,
that is NE = {1, . . . , ℓ}, then T E = T ℓ+1 , thus T E < T .
(2) Let e = eℓ+1 and t = tℓ+1 . By the last two items in Definition 3.2, we get σ (e) = q and x(t ) ∈ Ce . The latter implies that
Range(Y ) ∩ Ce ̸= ∅. Therefore e ∈ possible-events in Definition 4.1. 
If possible-events is empty while event-is-necessary for the same parameters, it follows that any evolution enclosed by Y
must terminate before T .
4.2. Enclosing one event
In this section we consider how the behavior of an evolution after an event occurrence might be captured. The procedure
will require a validated (that is, enclosure producing) ODE IVP solver. We assume that solve-ivp is inclusion isotone with
respect to the initial condition, for example one of those reviewed in [31], including VNODE-LP [45] and COSY INFINITY [67].
The presented results are compatible with any of these well-established validated solvers.6
Definition 4.4 (Enclose-One-Event). Given a box state S = (q, A) and an event e ∈ E with σ (e) = q, let
def

enclose-one-event(H , T , A, e) = Hull R ∩ Dτ (e) ,







where R = Range solve-ivp(fτ (e) , T , A′ ) with A′ = Hull Dτ (e) ∩ re A ∩ Ce









.



Fig. 7 illustrates obtaining an enclosure for the behavior during and after an event for the bouncing ball. Steps (c)–(h) are
encapsulated in enclose-one-event.
We now investigate the isotonicity properties of the function introduced above.
Proposition 4.5 (Inclusion Isotonicity of Event Enclosures). When A1 ⊆ A2 , then
enclose-one-event(H , T , A1 , e) ⊆ enclose-one-event(H , T , A2 , e).
Proof. The inclusion isotonicity of enclose-one-event follows from inclusion isotonicity of all operations that it is composed
of. Namely, intersection with a fixed set, the reset map applied to interval boxes, the interval hull, solve-ivp with respect to
the initial condition and the range of a function. 
The following proposition establishes what information we gain about an evolution that undergoes a transition.

6 The enclosures plotted in Fig. 4 have been computed using a simple ODE IVP solver based on the interval Picard operator [68,69]. More advanced solvers
(coupled with sophisticated data representations) will produce better results.
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Fig. 7. Enclosing behavior during and after an event. (a) solve-ivp = Y : T → In that encloses the trajectory up to the first event. possible-events =
{e = Bounce} as the guard x = 0 ∧ x′ ≤ 0 is intersected. event-is-necessary = false as Y (T ) intersects the mode invariant x ≥ 0. (b) We simplify by
taking the range A of the interval function. (c) A ∩ Ce : the range is intersected with the guard Ce for the event. (d) re (A ∩ Ce ): the reset re for the event
is applied on the intersection. This incurs a noticeable over-approximation. (e) A′ = Hull(Dτ (e) ∩ re (A ∩ Ce )): the result is intersected with the mode
invariant for the target mode and the hull is taken. (f) solve-ivp(fτ (e) , T , A′ ): the hull is used as an initial condition for the evolution in the target mode.


(g) R = Range solve-ivp(fτ (e) , T , A′ ) : as the time of the event is uncertain, the range is taken to obtain a safe enclosure of the post-event behavior. (h)
enclose-one-event(H , T , A, e) = Hull R ∩ Dτ (e) : the range is intersected with the target mode invariant, then the hull is taken.





Proposition 4.6 (Soundness of Enclose-One-Event). Let E be an evolution of the hybrid IVP M over TE ⊆ T . Assume that
xi (ti ) ∈ Ai ∈ In for all i ∈ NE .
Then, Range(xi+1 ) ⊆ enclose-one-event(H , T , Ai , ei ) for i ≥ 1 such that i + 1 ∈ NE .
Proof. Recall that enclose-one-event(H , T , Ai , ei ) = Hull Ri ∩ Dqi+1 and by definition Range(xi+1 ) ⊆ Dqi+1 . Thus, we need
to show that



Range(xi+1 ) ⊆ Ri = Range solve-ivp(fqi+1 , T , A′i )







if i, i + 1 ∈ NE .

The inclusion isotonicity in the initial condition of solve-ivp implies that establishing xi+1 (ti ) ∈ A′i = Hull Dqi+1 ∩ rei (Ai ∩



Cei ) is sufficient. From Definition 3.2 we have that xi (ti ) ∈ Cei and rei (xi (ti )) = xi+1 (ti ) ∈ Dqi+1 , therefore the claim follows
from xi (ti ) ∈ Ai . 
4.3. Enclosing multiple events
Now we discuss how multiple event occurrences within the time interval T can be handled using the results of
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Let us recall that no localization shall take place.7
The key idea is that, after handling the first event, repeating
1. possible-events detects the possible subsequent events still in T ,
2. enclose-one-event handles each of these events.

We can repeat these two steps until 2 results in such states that are subsets of others handled in a previous step. This is
illustrated in Fig. 8.
Now we introduce event sequences. They represent series of events taking place within the same time interval T .
7 This only leads to an over-approximation proportional to the size of the interval T . A dynamic time stepping strategy may ensure that the step size is
systematically reduced until the precision of the outgoing trajectory is optimal.
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Fig. 8. Enclosing multiple events for the bouncing ball model given in Fig. 3(a). One and two bounces are explicitly handled. More than two bounces are
represented through an implicit loop corresponding to the inclusion.

Definition 4.7 (Finite Sequences of Events). Consider a hybrid IVP M and let E ∗ denote the set of finite sequences of events
from E where ϵ is the empty sequence and vw is the concatenation of sequences v, w ∈ E ∗ , thus ϵv = vϵ = v for
all v ∈ E ∗ . The notation for source and target modes is extended to non-empty event sequences as σ (ev) = σ (e) and
τ (v e) = τ (e) for each e ∈ E , v ∈ E ∗ . Furthermore, we set σ (ϵ) = τ (ϵ) = qinit . 
To deal with the uncertainty about the order of events in T , we will work with a certain subset of E ∗ that is prefix-closed,
thus, it is equivalent to a tree whose branching is determined by possible next events.
Definition 4.8 (Event Tree). An event tree for the hybrid IVP M is a pair (V , µ) whose components are as follows:

• V ⊆ E ∗ a set of event sequences
• µ : V → In an interval box for each sequence.
An event tree is called valid if for every vw ∈ V :

• σ (w) = τ (v), i.e., sequences in V respect modes, and
• v ∈ V , i.e., V is prefix-closed. 
The box µ(v) associated with the event sequence v of an event tree will be interpreted as an enclosure of evolution segments
µ(v)
: t → µ(v), where T ∈ I is a given interval and
within the mode τ (v) by introducing the constant interval function YT
t ∈ T.
We now introduce the construction of a certain event tree that, as we will see, encloses all solutions of a hybrid IVP
together with their limit states. Crucially, this tree may be finite even in the presence of Zeno behavior.
Definition 4.9 (Event Tree Construction). For a hybrid IVP M = (H , T , (qinit , Ainit )) let
def

construct-event-tree(M ) = (V , µ)
where the components of the tree are constructed using the following algorithm:
1. L := [ϵ], V := {ϵ} , µ(ϵ) := Range solve-ivp(fqinit , T , Ainit )
2. While the list L is not empty, repeat the following:
2.1. v := first element of L, remove v from L
2.2. If µ(v) ⊆ µ(w) for some w ∈ V shorter than v with τ (v) = τ (w), go to 2.
µ(v)
2.3. For each e ∈ possible-events(H , YT
, τ (v)), repeat:
2.3.1. Add v e to V , set µ(v e) := enclose-one-event(H , T , µ(v), e).
2.3.2. Add v e to the end of L.





Note that in step 2.3, the set of possible events may be empty, in which case the node v will have no children. For example,
when there are no events on T and the enclosure is tight enough so that their absence can be detected, the tree has only one
node. Similarly, one can obtain finite trees in some cases when there are only a small number of events on T .
In case of Zeno behaviors, the termination condition for the algorithm amounts to a fixed point being reached during
construct-event-tree as a result of contracting hybrid dynamics (step 2.2, illustrated in Fig. 8). Since such a fixed point may
fail to exist, the implementation is instrumented with an additional termination heuristic to avoid divergence. The heuristic
we currently use is a tree size threshold. Upon exceeding this, the computation is aborted.
We recall that µ(v) and µ(w) are boxes, thus the check for inclusion in step 2.2 is computationally feasible. At any point in
the procedure, whenever we are considering a particular sequence of events, we have already dealt with all possible shorter
sequences as the tree is constructed in a breadth-first manner. Step 2.2 checks whether there is any shorter sequence w
for which (i) the target mode is the same, and (ii) the box enclosure for w is a superset of the box enclosure for the current
sequence v .
In the linear, non-branching event tree depicted in Fig. 8, the two leftmost nodes constitute such a shorter sequence, as
the interval in the second node contains the interval in the third node and the system has only one mode. Finding such a
sequence w means that we have reached a fixed point in the analysis; any events that follow the current sequence v also
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follow the shorter sequence w and thus are enclosed by some node in the tree. In other words, any events that follow v
will not give rise to a trajectory outside the already computed interval functions. This insight is what allows us to compute
solution enclosures over a given interval without the need to individually handle every event that occurs in that interval,
and is the key to our method for handling some classes of Zeno systems.
In what follows, we consider the hybrid IVP M = (H , T , (qinit , Ainit )) and assume that the event tree (V , µ) =
construct-event-tree(M ) is successfully constructed.
The following lemma establishes that even if an event sequence is skipped by step 2.2, the successive events are enclosed.
Lemma 4.10 (Event Tree Folding). Let v ∈ V and assume that
µ(v)

e ∈ possible-events(H , YT

, τ (v)).

Then, there exists v ′ ∈ V \ {ϵ} such that τ (v ′ ) = τ (e) and
enclose-one-event(H , T , µ(v), e) ⊆ µ(v ′ ).
Proof. We prove by induction based on the length of v ∈ V .
Note that v = ϵ was surely not skipped in step 2.2 of Definition 4.9 during the construction as it is the shortest element
µ(ϵ)
, τ (ϵ)), thus the claim holds as equality with
in V . Therefore step 2.3.1 was executed for each e ∈ possible-events(H , YT
′
v = e.
Consider now v ∈ V , e ∈ E as above and assume the following:
(IH) The statement is satisfied for any u shorter than v .
If v was not skipped in step 2.2, then our claim holds with v ′ = v e since step 2.3.1 is executed for e. If v was skipped due
to the existence of a shorter w , then we get
µ(v)

e ∈ possible-events(H , YT

, τ (v))

µ(w)

⊆ possible-events(H , YT

, τ (w))

using τ (v) = τ (w), µ(v) ⊆ µ(w) and Proposition 4.2. Setting v ′ = w ′ , where w ′ ∈ V \ {ϵ} is given by (IH), establishes our
claim since
enclose-one-event(H , T , µ(v), e)
⊆ enclose-one-event(H , T , µ(w), e)
⊆ µ(w ′ ) and τ (w ′ ) = τ (e)

(µ(v) ⊆ µ(w) and Proposition 4.5)
(IH ). 

We now state in what manner the event tree is able to enclose a certain type of evolutions of H .
Proposition 4.11 (Event Tree Encloses Evolutions). Assume that v1 ∈ V and

E = (T1 , q1 , x1 ), e1 , (T2 , q2 , x2 ), e2 , . . .

·· (τ (v1 ), µ(v1 )) for all t ∈ T1 .
is an evolution of H over TE ⊆ T such that SE (t ) ⊆
·· (τ (vi ), µ(vi )) for all t ∈ Ti .
Then, for all i ∈ NE , there exists vi ∈ V such that SE (t ) ⊆
Proof. We proceed by induction. The statement is trivial for i = 1.
µ(vi )

The induction case. ei ∈ possible-events(H , YT

, qi ) follows from Proposition 4.3 as the interval function t → µ(vi )
def
encloses xi (t ) on Ti . Thus, by applying Lemma 4.10 with the event ei , there exists vi+1 = vi′ ∈ V such that
enclose-one-event(H , T , µ(vi ), ei ) ⊆ µ(vi+1 ).
As xi (T i ) ∈ µ(vi ), we get that
 xi+1 (t ) ∈ enclose-one-event(H , T , µ(vi ), ei ) holds for every t ∈ Ti+1 using Proposition 4.6.
Consequently, xi+1 (t ) ∈ µ vi+1 for every t ∈ Ti+1 is satisfied. 
Note that in order to establish the property for i ≥ 2, it is sufficient to show that the state (q1 , x1 (T 1 )) is enclosed by the
event tree, that is, there exists v1 ∈ V such that τ (v1 ) = q1 and x1 (T 1 ) ∈ µ(v1 ). This is analogous with the requirements
for enclosing of restarted evolutions in Definition 3.8.
The event following the initial segment (that is enclosed by assumption) is essential as solve-ivp is always called over
the whole time interval T in absence of further localization. This way, we can be sure that we do not consider any integration
longer than T within one mode. This clearly reflects step 2.3 in the construction algorithm. There, the already computed µ(v)
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encloses continuous behaviors of length T within mode τ (v). The construction continues by processing the set of possible
events.
Turning to solutions, it is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 4.11 that they are guaranteed to be enclosed.
Corollary 4.12 (Event Tree Encloses Solutions). Consider a solution of M :

E = (T1 , q1 , x1 ), e1 , (T2 , q2 , x2 ), e2 , . . .

·· (τ (vi ), µ(vi )) for all t ∈ Ti .
Then, for all i ∈ NE , there exists vi ∈ V such that SE (t ) ⊆
def

Proof. Recall that µ ϵ = Range solve-ivp(fqinit , T , Ainit ) . Setting v1 = ϵ ∈ V , we get τ (ϵ) = qinit = q1 and x1 (t ) ∈ µ(v1 )
for all t ∈ T1 .
For i ≥ 2, apply Proposition 4.11. 

 





Another important feature of the event tree is that whenever it encloses an evolution, we gain information about the
corresponding limit states.
Proposition 4.13 (Event Tree Encloses Limit States). Assume that

E = (T1 , q1 , x1 ), e1 , (T2 , q2 , x2 ), e2 , . . .

·· (τ (vi ), µ(vi )) for all t ∈ Ti .
is an evolution of H such that TE ⊆ T and for every i ∈ NE there exists vi ∈ V such that SE (t ) ⊆
·· (τ (v), µ(v)).
Then, for every limit state S ∈ SE (T E ) there exists v ∈ V such that S ⊆
Proof. We distinguish two cases based on the finiteness of E .





def

Case E is finite. Assume that NE = k. Recall from Definition 3.5 that SE (T E ) contains only qk , {xk (T E )} , thus set v = vk .
Case E is infinite. Pick a limit state (q, A) ∈ SE (T E ). According to Definition 3.5, there exists a sequence (ik )k∈N such that
ik → ∞, q = qik and A is the limit of the ranges of the corresponding xik -s.
We have µ(vik ) ⊇ Range(xik ) → A. As V is finite, the infinite sequence vik




k∈N

⊆ V contains only a finite number of
 

different event sequences. Since any µ(vik ) ∈ In is a compact set, we are able to choose a v ∈ vik
occurs infinitely many times) such that A ⊆ µ(v) and τ (v) = q hold. 

k∈N

(any suffices that

Note that, given that a limit state (q, A) ∈ SE (T E ) is enclosed as above, and that there exists an event immediately
connecting it with another evolution E ′ defined over TE ′ = [T E , T E ′ ] ⊆ T , in the sense that ([T E ′ , T E ′ ], q, a), e, E ′ is an
evolution of H for some a ∈ A, then this new evolution is enclosed according to Proposition 4.11. This behavior is present
in the more-complete Zeno models in [22] where, starting from Zeno states, successive evolutions arise due to an initial
transition.
Moreover, since (τ (v), µ(v)) ∈ Q × In for every v ∈ V , the construction algorithm actually computes box states of H .
According to Proposition 4.11, if from any such state, by an initial event, an evolution exists over TE ⊆ T , then it is enclosed
together with its limit states.
We may summarize all the important properties proven in Section 4.3 as follows.
Theorem 4.14. Let Z : T → P (Q × In ) be Z = t → {(τ (v), µ(v)) | v ∈ V }. Then, Z is an enclosure of solutions and restarted
evolutions of M .
Note that if step 2.2 (event tree folding) was not executed during the construction of the enclosure Z for the hybrid IVP
M = (H , T , (qinit , Ainit )), then Zeno behavior is absent from the time interval T . Note also that the execution of step 2.2
does not imply the existence of a Zeno point, only its possibility.
5. Enclosing in multiple steps
Having formally expressed these key properties of an event tree (V , µ), constructed for a given hybrid IVP
over T , we present our algorithm for producing enclosures of solutions and restarted evolutions over multiple time
segments.
First, we define an algorithm called enclose-evolutions-step that constructs the event tree for a given hybrid IVP over
T . Thereafter, it computes an enclosure of solutions and restarted evolutions of the hybrid IVP and a set of box states that
enclose some of their limit states. A limit state is enclosed whenever it belongs to an evolution E that satisfies T E = T , thus
the state will serve as a new initial condition for the subsequent time segment.
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Definition 5.1. For any hybrid IVP M = (H , T , (qinit , Ainit )) let
def

enclose-evolutions-step
(M)
= (Z, S ),


Z(t ) = ZV (t ) ∪

with

qinit , Yϵ (t )



 

S = MergeByMode ZV T ∪ Sϵ
where



Yϵ = solve-ivp(fqinit , T , Ainit ),
(V , µ) = 
construct-event-tree
(M),


ZV (t ) =

Sϵ =
MergeByMode


τ (v), µ(v)  v ∈ V , v ̸= ϵ


∅


if event-is-necessary(H , Yϵ , qinit )

 

qinit , Yϵ T



qi , Ai



def

=

i∈I



otherwise,



q, Aq




 q ∈ {qi }i∈I , Aq = Hull{Ai | qi = q} . 

Note that the extra information we incorporate into Z compared to Theorem 4.14 is the enclosure Yϵ of the trajectories, as
opposed to their range within the initial segment of the solutions. If, instead of using Yϵ in the definition of Sϵ , we were to
µ(ϵ)
, then event-is-necessary would always return false given that t → µ(ϵ) is a constant enclosure, the range of Yϵ ,
use YT
thus the initial condition is enclosed always and the certainty of an event cannot be established.
When event-is-necessary returns true, the function Yϵ is excluded from the definition of S . This happens if it is
established that at least one event must occur on T . Getting a better enclosure at time T is significant because this enclosure
serves as the initial value for the subsequent time interval.
There could be several limit states passed on as the initial state for the following segment, all sharing the same mode.
Using MergeByMode, we unify such states so that the number of intermediate states does not grow beyond control.
Theorem 5.2 (Soundness of One Step). Consider the hybrid IVP M = (H , T , (qinit , Ainit )) and assume that the computation of
(Z, S ) = enclose-evolutions-step(M) has been successful.
1. The function Z is an enclosure of solutions and restarted evolutions of M .
·· S for any evolution E that is enclosed by Z and satisfies T E = T .
2. SE (T E ) ⊆



τ (ϵ), µ(ϵ) is an enclosure of solutions and restarted evolutions of M from
Theorem 4.14. As τ (ϵ) = qinit , we only replace µ(ϵ) = Range(Yϵ ) with Yϵ (t ). According to Definition 3.8 and due to that
v ′ ̸= ϵ in Lemma 4.10, we only need to assure that Z still encloses the first segment of any solution after this change. This
Proof. (1) We know that t → ZV (t ) ∪

is a consequence of the soundness of solve-ivp.



 

(2) From (1) we know that Z T has this property. The box state qinit , Yϵ T

 

, when enclosing limit states, is only relevant

for event-free solutions defined over T . Recall that if event-is-necessary(H , Yϵ , qinit ) returns true, then every solution must
contain at least one event according to Proposition 4.3, thus there are no event-free solutions. Therefore, in this situation,
the state may be safely ignored.
Merging the states by MergeByMode clearly does not affect these properties. 
So far, we have focused on enclosing hybrid automaton evolutions on a single fixed time interval T . We now formalize
some aspects of a higher-level enclosure semantics in which enclose-evolutions-step is applied repeatedly on a contiguous
sequence of time segments T 1 , T 2 , etc., partitioning the simulation interval T . In this paper we do not specify any particular
strategy determining the length of the individual segments, we assume that this is done by an unspecified procedure. We
focus on the mechanism of applying enclose-evolutions-step on a given arbitrary partition of T . One example is given in
Definition 5.3.
Definition 5.3 (Step by Step Solving). Let T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T k be a subdivision of the time interval T where all of the intervals T i
are closed and non-singleton. For any hybrid IVP (H , T , Sinit ) let
enclose-evolutions-multi-step(H , {T i }i=1...k , Sinit ) = S0 , Z1 , S1 , . . . Zk , Sk ,
where





S0 = Sinit


Zi =






Zi,S  S ∈ Si−1



Si = MergeByMode

Si,S

for all i = 1, . . . , k




 S ∈ Si−1


for all i = 1, . . . , k

and

(Zi,S , Si,S ) = enclose-evolutions-step(H , T i , S ). 
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Fig. 9. Enclosing evolutions step by step.

Fig. 9 contains an informal data flow diagram illustrating the definition. Intuitively, enclose-evolutions-multi-step applies
enclose-evolutions-step on each segment using every initial condition passed on from the enclosure computed for the
previous segment. Due to the possible ambiguity of the system mode on the boundaries, there could be several box states
passed on as the initial state for the following segment. Therefore enclose-evolutions-step is applied on each segment once
for each possible initial mode. If there are multiple such modes, we end up with multiple enclosures for that segment. The
final enclosure for the segment is the hull of all these enclosures. Similarly, the final states for that segment are computed
by unifying the sets of box states returned by MergeByMode.
Theorem 5.4 (Soundness of Step by Step Solving). Assume that
enclose-evolutions-multi-step(H , {T i }i=1...k , Sinit ) = S0 , Z1 , S1 , . . . Zk , Sk ,
then
def

Z(t ) =






Zi (t )  t ∈ T i



is an enclosure of solutions and restarted evolutions of the hybrid IVP (H , T , Sinit ).
Theorem 5.4 is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2 as when we stop processing an evolution E that potentially crosses
the time barrier T i by a continuous segment, then the remaining parts of the evolution will constitute a solution of the
consequent hybrid IVP on T i+1 , thus Zi will properly enclose it.
6. Additional examples
We have implemented the method presented in this paper and tested it on slightly more complicated (than in Fig. 3), but
still basic non-linear systems exhibiting Zeno behavior [70]. The main purpose of these tests is to get an initial idea of how
the method performs on some basic examples. Detailed analysis of what needs to be done to make this work in a realistic
setting is a subject of future investigations.
The three examples are modifications of the classical bouncing ball (coupled with the output). First we consider
Newtonian gravity, as seen in Fig. 10. Second, Fig. 11 gives a model of the bouncing ball when air resistance is present.
Due to a limitation of the ODE solver, |x′ | is modeled with x′ and −x′ in two separate modes (Rise and Fall). Finally, the result
of combining both effects is shown in Fig. 12. In each case, the top pair of enclosures use steps T with |T | ≥ 2−12 , while the
bottom pair of enclosures use much larger steps (|T | ≥ 2−6 ) to make the effects of the approximation easier to see.
All event trees constructed during the six simulations were linear, because we only have one outgoing event from any
state. For the enclosure in Fig. 10, all trees contained one or two nodes. For the enclosures in Figs. 11 and 12, a few trees
contained up to 55 nodes, while most comprised only one or two nodes. In the case where 55 nodes were needed, the
enclosure kept growing until the last step, at which it reached a fixed point. The enclosure kept growing because, for some
reason, the approximation errors were larger than the contraction (of the system around the Zeno point). This behavior
shows that the current algorithm is sensitive to the number of events in the minimal cycle in the automaton during Zeno
behavior. We conjecture that this sensitivity can be reduced by techniques that over approximate the effect of multiple
transitions at a time, as opposed to doing it one at a time as is currently the case.
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Fig. 10. Bouncing ball with Newtonian gravity and additional constraint. The Newtonian gravity is represented by the acceleration being inversely
proportional to the square of the position. Enclosures at and beyond the Zeno point for x and x′ are shown on the right.

Fig. 11. Bouncing ball with air resistance and additional constraint. The air resistance is represented by the term 0.1(x′ )2 in the acceleration. Enclosures
at and beyond the Zeno point for x and x′ are shown on the right.

7. Conclusions
This paper presents an enclosure semantics that, akin to a simulator, is an algorithm that is able to enclose trajectories
up to and beyond the Zeno point for a non-trivial class of problems (when the event tree construction terminates). We
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Fig. 12. Bouncing ball with Newtonian gravity, air resistance and additional constraint. Enclosures at and beyond the Zeno point for x and x′ are shown
on the right.

conjecture that Zeno trajectories converging towards a stable finite orbit are tractable. When this is not satisfied, e.g. for the
bouncing ball on rising or dropping floor, the construction will not terminate. We expect that it will be possible to go beyond
stable finite orbit problems by providing special handling for situations where certain inputs (such as the level of the floor)
are not affected by events.
Currently, if the construction terminates and the post-Zeno state is modeled explicitly in the given hybrid automaton,
the computed enclosure covers the corresponding trajectory as it starts from the Zeno point through a restarted evolution.
On the other hand, if a post-Zeno state is not modeled explicitly, there is no generally accepted definition of the trajectories
beyond Zeno. In this case, by Definition 3.8, the computed enclosure contains all trajectories starting close to the Zeno (state
space) point. We believe that these enclosures suggest a sensible completion for Zeno systems given in hybrid automata
formalism.
Natural completions exist for certain automata [7,18] given by unilateral constraints. Such more-complete hybrid systems
have been used in practical examples, e.g. a bipedal robot walking with knee locking attains Zeno periodic orbits that relate
to stable walking gaits [18,71]. Our future work includes investigating whether these completions are enclosed by our
algorithm.
To achieve tight enclosures with the current method, we rely on the addition of supplementary constraints obtained
by qualitative analysis (e.g. first integrals). The enrichment of the model with semantically redundant constraints in order
to achieve accuracy is a standard technique used in reachability and verification procedures [72,73]. The need for such
enrichments is partly due to the dependency and wrapping effects caused by box enclosure overestimations near events.
In future work we plan to use more flexible enclosures, such as zonotopes, and expect that the modified algorithm will be
substantially more applicable, e.g. directly for the bouncing ball without supplementary constraints.
We also plan a more detailed analysis of the performance characteristics of the implementation when simulating 3D
rigid-body dynamics followed by similar analysis for even higher dimensional problems. In addition, we are interested in
understanding the design space for simulator strategies and the performance impacts of the various parameters to the
semantics.
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